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WE BRING THE WORLD BACK IN BALANCE.  
ONE PERSON AT A TIME.
Discover the next generation of personalized nutrition with our test-based, 
scientifically proven supplements, skincare and wellness products. 
Everything we do is targeted to work for you. And we’ll put your body to  
the test to prove it. 

Start your health journey with us. 
 
Take the guesswork out of a healthier way of living.
The Zinzino Balance Concept is at the core of our product philosophy  
with our signature range of BalanceOils designed to gently balance, restore 
and support normal brain, heart and immune function in your cells.  
Our trademark BalanceOil+ is an exceptional, all-natural polyphenol Omega 
Balance food supplement based on our unique Norwegian formulation  
with pure fish oil from wild-caught sardines and anchovies, pre-harvest extra 
virgin olive oil and naturally sourced vitamin D3. The powerful supply of 
polyphenols, oleic acid and phytonutrients safely restores the Omega-6:3 
balance in your body, adjusts and maintains EPA and DHA levels and 
protects your body from oxidative stress at a cellular level. 

Take the test. Start the journey.
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9 Cr.

BalanceTest x2 £280

TOTAL £280
Discount (52%) £-145
YOUR PRICE £135

5 Cr.

BalanceTest £140

TOTAL £140
Discount (29%) £-41
YOUR PRICE £99

 Dried blood spot test 
 Measures 11 fatty acids in your blood
 Gives a result on your Omega-6:3 Balance

ZINZINO BALANCETEST
Our BalanceTest is your first step towards a life in balance. A unique, 
scientifically based, dried blood spot test that reveals the Omega-6:3  
balance in your body. Self-administered, independently managed and 
completely confidential. Take the test before you start using the  
BalanceOils and then again 120 days later to track your progress and 
customize your needs according to your fatty acid profile.
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Suggested use:
0.15 ml BalanceOil+  
per kilo body weight

2500 mg
PER 12 ML

Omega-3 EPA
1300 mg

PER 12 ML

DHA
700 mg

PER 12 ML

DPA
150 mg

PER 12 ML
700 mg

PER 12 ML

Omega-7



Choose from the following flavors:  
 Lemon    Vanilla    Orange Lemon Mint    Grapefruit Lemon Lime    Tutti Frutti

RICH IN

POLYPHENOL

RICH IN

VITA MIN

D3
NATURAL

GUARANTEE

100%
Proud member of 
Friend of the Sea

DISCOVER OUR ALL-NATURAL  
FLAVORED BALANCEOIL+
BalanceOil+ is an all-natural flavored polyphenol Omega 
Balance food supplement range, high in Omega-3, vitamin 
D3 and olive polyphenols. It safely adjusts and maintains 
EPA + DHA levels and the Omega-6:3 Balance in your body 
while protecting your cells from oxidation. It contains  
a premium blend of oils derived from the highest quality, 
wild-caught fish and pre-harvest extra virgin olive oil.

Brain
Heart
Immune system
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BACKED BY SCIENCE, 
APPROVED BY KIDS
Fresh flavor. No fishy taste. Keep your children’s essential 
Omega-3 levels in check with our game-changing blend  
of pure fish oil and extra virgin olive oil packed with anti - 
oxidants. Easy-to-swallow formula with kid-friendly flavor, 
Tutti Frutti flavor and specific dosage recommendations  
to meet kids’ unique needs and safely restore the fatty 
acid balance and support normal immune, eye and  
brain function.

Brain
Heart
Immune system
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BalanceOil+, 300 ml
(retail price £47) £33/month (4 Cr.)

KIT 8 Cr.

BalanceOil+, 300 ml x2 £94
BalanceOil+, 100 ml x2 £36

TOTAL £130
Discount (32%) £-42
YOUR PRICE £88

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ KIT

32%
DISCOUNT
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BalanceOil+, 300 ml
(retail price £47) £33/month (4 Cr.)

Choose from the following flavors:    Lemon    Vanilla    Orange Lemon Mint    Grapefruit Lemon Lime   Tutti Frutti

KIT 14 Cr.

BalanceOil+, 300 ml x2 £94
BalanceOil+, 100 ml x2 £36
BalanceTest* x2 £280

TOTAL £410
Discount (60%) £-248
YOUR PRICE £162

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ KIT WITH TEST

* The first test is sent with your start order.  
The second test will be delivered automatically  
after 120 days in month 4.

60%
DISCOUNT
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54%
DISCOUNT

R.E.V.O.O, 250 ml 
(retail price  £95) £65/month (7 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

KIT 14 Cr.

R.E.V.O.O, 250 ml x3 £285

TOTAL £285
Discount (54%) £-155
YOUR PRICE £130
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R.E.V.O.O 
– MEET THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF OLIVE OIL
Discover a revolutionary extra virgin oil with a concen- 
tration of bioactive antioxidants that is 30 times higher 
than any olive oil you’ve experienced before. 



Suggested use: 
0.15 ml BalanceOil+ Premium  
per kilo body weight

2500 mg
PER 12 ML

Omega-3 EPA
1300 mg

PER 12 ML

DHA
700 mg

PER 12 ML

DPA
150 mg

PER 12 ML
700 mg

PER 12 ML

Omega-7



BALANCEOIL+ PREMIUM  
– SUPERIORITY COMES AT  
A PREMIUM

Brain
Heart
Immune system

BalanceOil+ Premium is an evolution of our all-natural 
Polyphenol Omega Balance food supplement. The ex-
ceptional and innovative blend, using R.E.V.O.O oil,  
provides a powerful supply of polyphenols and several 
phytonutrients. This is why BalanceOil+ Premium  
enables more efficient and effective absorption and 
blood lipid protection than ever; safely increasing  
your Omega-3 levels, adjusting your Omega-6:3 ratio, 
creating beneficial levels for your cholesterol, your  
heart, and for your brain.
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BalanceOil+ Premium, 300 ml  
(retail price £70) £49/month (5 Cr.)

KIT 10 Cr.

BalanceOil+ Premium, 300 ml x2 £140
BalanceOil+, 100 ml x2 £36

TOTAL £176
Discount (32%) £-57
YOUR PRICE £119

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ PREMIUM KIT

32%
DISCOUNT
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* The first test is sent with your start order.  
The second test will be delivered automatically  
after 120 days in month 4.

BalanceOil+ Premium, 300 ml  
(retail price £70) £49/month (5 Cr.)

KIT 16 Cr.

BalanceOil+ Premium, 300 ml x2 £140
BalanceOil+, 100 ml x2 £36
BalanceTest* x2 £280

TOTAL £456
Discount (59%) £-268
YOUR PRICE £188

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ PREMIUM KIT WITH TEST

59%
DISCOUNT
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Suggested use:
0.15 ml BalanceOil+ AquaX 
per kilo body weight

2500 mg
PER 12 ML

Omega-3 EPA
1300 mg

PER 12 ML

DHA
700 mg

PER 12 ML

DPA
150 mg

PER 12 ML
700 mg

PER 12 ML

Omega-7

20
22

-1
2-

30



BALANCEOIL+ AQUAX  
– BLEND IT WITH WATER
BalanceOil+ AquaX contains a unique emulsifier, 
Aquacelle, which makes it possible for the oil to blend 
with water. This makes the typical taste and texture  
of fish oil disappear. BalanceOil+ AquaX safely adjusts and 
maintains EPA + DHA levels and the Omega-6:3 Balance  
in your body.

Brain
Heart
Immune system
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BalanceOil+ AquaX, 300 ml  
(retail price £57) £40/month (5 Cr.)

KIT 8 Cr.

BalanceOil+ AquaX, 300 ml x2 £114
BalanceOil+, 100 ml x2 £36

TOTAL £150
Discount (37%) £-56
YOUR PRICE £94

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ AQUAX KIT

37%
DISCOUNT
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BalanceOil+ AquaX, 300 ml  
(retail price £57) £40/month (5 Cr.)

KIT 14 Cr.

BalanceOil+ AquaX, 300 ml x2 £114
BalanceOil+, 100 ml x2 £36
BalanceTest* x2 £280

TOTAL £430
Discount (61%) £-262
YOUR PRICE £168

* The first test is sent with your start order.  
The second test will be delivered automatically  
after 120 days in month 4.

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ AQUAX KIT WITH TEST

DISCOUNT
61%
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Suggested use:
0.15 ml BalanceOil+ Vegan 
per kilo body weight

2800 mg
PER 12 ML

Omega-3 EPA
780 mg

PER 12 ML

DHA
1150 mg

PER 12 ML

ALA
500 mg

PER 12 ML PER 8 ML
160 mg

PER 12 ML

GLA
PER 8 ML

210 mg
PER 12 ML

SDA



BALANCEOIL+  
– 100% VEGAN

Brain
Heart
Immune system

A synergistic blend of marine micro-algae oil high in EPA, 
DHA and DPA, extra virgin pre-harvest olive oil high in OA 
and polyphenols, Ahiflower® seed oil high in SDA, ALA and 
GLA, and vegan vitamin D3.
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BalanceOil+ Vegan, 300 ml 
(retail price £87) £61/month (5 Cr.) 

KIT 8 Cr.

BalanceOil+ Vegan, 300 ml x2 £174

TOTAL £174
Discount (36%) £-63
YOUR PRICE £111

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ VEGAN KIT

36%
DISCOUNT
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* The first test is sent with your start order.  
The second test will be delivered automatically  
after 120 days in month 4.

BalanceOil+ Vegan, 300 ml 
(retail price £87) £61/month (5 Cr.) 

KIT 14 Cr.

BalanceOil+ Vegan, 300 ml x2 £174
BalanceTest* x2 £280

TOTAL £454
Discount (60%) £-271
YOUR PRICE £183

Choose from the following:    Vegan    Vegan Lemon   

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

BALANCEOIL+ VEGAN KIT WITH TEST

60%
DISCOUNT
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Brain
Heart
Immune system
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ESSENT+ PREMIUM  
– POLYPHENOL OMEGA 
BALANCE FOOD SUPPLEMENT

Essent+ Premium is a new polyphenol Omega 
Balance supplement with polyphenol protection that 
safely adjusts and maintains EPA + DHA levels and the 
Omega-6:3 Balance while protecting your cells from 
rusting (oxidation). The exceptional and innovative 
blend, using R.E.V.O.O oil, provides a powerful supply  
of polyphenols and several phytonutrients.



6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTIONKIT 8 Cr.

Essent+ Premium,  
60 softgels x2 £114

TOTAL £114
Discount (32%) £-36
YOUR PRICE £78

Essent+ Premium, 60 softgels  
(retail price £57) £40/month (5 Cr.)

ESSENT+ PREMIUM KIT

32%
DISCOUNT
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6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTIONKIT 14 Cr.

Essent+ Premium,  
60 softgels x2 £114
BalanceTest* x2 £280

TOTAL £394
Discount (62%) £-246
YOUR PRICE £148

Essent+ Premium, 60 softgels  
(retail price £57) £40/month (5 Cr.)

* The first test is sent with your start order.  
The second test will be delivered automatically  
after 120 days in month 4.

ESSENT+ PREMIUM KIT WITH TEST

62%
DISCOUNT
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FOR A HEALTHY GUT
ZinoBiotic+ is a tailored blend of 8 natural dietary fibers. These fibers are 
metabolized in the colon (the large intestine) where they support the growth 
of healthy bacteria.

ZinoBiotic+ helps to reduce spiking in blood sugar after meals, and maintain 
good cholesterol levels. The fibers promote many healthy bowel functions.

Dietary fibers
Healthy gut
Balanced cholesterol

Kost�ber

frisk tarm

Balanserat Kolesterol

ZINOBIOTIC KITZINOBIOTIC+ KIT

ZinoBiotic+, 180 g  
(retail price £36) £25/month (3 Cr.)

KIT 5 Cr.

ZinoBiotic+, 180 g x3 £108

TOTAL £108
Discount (38%) £-41
YOUR PRICE £67

ZinoBiotic+, 180 g  
(retail price £36) £25/month (3 Cr.)

KIT 4 Cr.

ZinoBiotic+, 180 g x2 £72

TOTAL £72
Discount (31%) £-22
YOUR PRICE £50

38%31%
DISCOUNTDISCOUNT

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION6 MONTH

SUBSCRIPTION
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XTEND KIT

ENJOY MORE ENERGY
Xtend contains several vitamins and minerals with approved health claims 
related to bones and muscles. Xtend is the perfect supplement to BalanceOil+, 
providing you with a complete nutritional support program. To get the  
same amount of all these nutrients from food, you would have to eat more 
than 3,000 calories of the most nutrient-dense foods every day.

Immune system
Energy
Joints

XTEND KIT

DISCOUNT
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DISCOUNT

Xtend, 60 tablets  
(retail price £34) £24/month (3 Cr.)

KIT 8 Cr.

Xtend, 60 tablets x4 £136

TOTAL £136
Discount (38%) £-51
YOUR PRICE £85

29% 38%
DISCOUNT

Xtend, 60 tablets  
(retail price £34) £24/month (3 Cr.)

KIT 4 Cr.

Xtend, 60 tablets x2 £68

TOTAL £68
Discount (29%) £-20
YOUR PRICE £48

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION6 MONTH

SUBSCRIPTION





XTEND+ KIT

Immune system
Energy
Joints

Energi

leder
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BOOST YOUR BODY
Xtend+ is a vegan, all-natural advanced immune and nutritional supplement 
that perfectly complements BalanceOil+ and ZinoBiotic+. Created to support 
your innate immune system, it contains micro- and phytonutrients, including 
22 essential vitamins and minerals, as well as purified 1-3, 1-6 beta glucans 
derived from baker’s yeast. Xtend+ comes in easy-to-swallow vegan capsules.

40%
DISCOUNT

Xtend+, 60 capsules 
(retail price £48) £34/month (4 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

KIT 10 Cr.

Xtend+, 60 capsules x4 £192

TOTAL £192
Discount (40%) £-77
YOUR PRICE £115

29%
DISCOUNT

Xtend+, 60 capsules 
(retail price £48) £34/month (4 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

KIT 6 Cr.

Xtend+, 60 capsules x2 £96

TOTAL £96
Discount (29%) £-28
YOUR PRICE £68





Unique beta glucan blend 
Immune support 
Vegan

45%
DISCOUNT
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Protect+, 60 capsules 
(retail price £50) £35/month (4 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

KIT 8 Cr.

Protect+, 60 capsules x3 £150

TOTAL £150
Discount (45%) £-68
YOUR PRICE £82

BE WELL, STAY WELL!
Protect+ is an all-natural supplement that supports  
your immune system, so you can feel well and stay well. 
It contains the effective vegan vitamins D3 and C, which 
contribute to a normal immune system, and high-potency, 
clinically proven 1-3, 1-6 beta glucans.

PROTECT+ KIT
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VIVA+ KIT

Viva+, 60 tablets  
(retail price £31) £22/month (3 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

SLEEP WELL, RELAX  
AND BE WELL!
Viva+ is an all-natural dietary supplement designed to 
relieve stress, improve mood and increase feelings of 
well-being. It supports a healthy functioning nervous 
system and brain, contributing to the reduction of 
tiredness and fatigue. 

A spa for the mind 
A good night's sleep 
Live happy

KIT 5 Cr.

Viva+, 60 tablets x3 £93

TOTAL £93
Discount (32%) £-30
YOUR PRICE £63
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KIT 10 Cr.

ZinoGene+, 30 tablets x2 £122

TOTAL £122
Discount (30%) £-36
YOUR PRICE £86

ZinoGene+, 30 tablets  
(retail price £61) £43/month (5 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

SPRING CLEAN  
WITH ZINOGENE+
ZinoGene+ is the cutting-edge innovation for  
food supplements. A scientific breakthrough based  
on a complex formulation of fucoidans; a natural 
polysaccharide from seaweed, polyphenols, vitamin C 
and zinc that supports DNA synthesis and cell division. 
The accumulation of dysfunctional cells and decline  
in regeneration are inherent parts of the aging process.  
The rate at which this takes place is affected by  
the content of nutrition in our food. This is why we 
developed ZinoGene+.  

DNA synthesis
Cell division

30%
DISCOUNT

ZINOGENE+ KIT
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IT ’S TIME TO SHINE A LIGHT 
ON YOUR HEALTH
Let science reveal your vitamin D status and nature take care of it.
 
Is there enough sunshine in your life? The sun is our most natural source  
of vitamin D and has a profound impact on our immune system, teeth, 
muscles and overall bone health. But our needs are unique, and they are  
not constant. Put your body to the test and find out if the sun is doing  
its job, or if you need to boost your Vitamin D-levels naturally. Discover our 
dynamic and empowering Vitamin D concept - the latest addition to the 
Zinzino test-based nutrition strategy to take the guesswork out of a healthier 
way of living.
 
Put your body to the test.
Monitor your levels of the sunshine nutrient throughout the year with the 
Vitamin D Test. A confidential and scientifically based, at-home dried blood 
spot test, with intuitive, easy-to-follow instructions and personalized 
recommendations.
 
Let the sun shine in.
Top up with just as much Vitamin D as your body needs, naturally and easily, 
with ZinoShine+. An all-natural food supplement with vegan vitamin D3 in its 
most bioactive form, using wild-harvested lichen and broad-spectrum 
magnesium in easy-to-customize doses.
 
From the pioneers of test-based, personalized nutrition
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VITAMIN D TEST
Vitamin D Test is a confidential, laboratory analyzed  
dried blood spot test that reveals current status and 
helps to customize nutritional needs of vitamin D.  
It is quick and simple to take and the vitamin D status 
result is summarized in easy-to-understand graphics. 

Taking the test will give you insights on your vitamin D- 
levels and you will be provided with customized 
recommendations on how to maintian or improve your 
levels. It is recommended to take the test every 120  
days to monitor your status and adapt your intake and 
lifestyle according to seasonal variations.
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ZINOSHINE+  
– VITAMIN D AND MAGNESIUM 
FOOD SUPPLEMENT
ZinoShine+ is a uniquely formulated vitamin D3  
and broad spectrum magnesium food supplement.  
The proprietary blend is developed to support your  
immune system, reduce tiredness and fatigue and  
support your muscles, bones, and teeth function. 

Immune support 
Broad spectrum 
magnesium
Vegan
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ZinoShine+, 60 tablets 
(retail price £17) £12/month (1,25 Cr.)

KIT 2 Cr.

ZinoShine+, 60 tablets x2 £34

TOTAL £34
Discount (29%) £-10
YOUR PRICE £24

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

ZINOSHINE+ KIT

29%
DISCOUNT
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* The first test is sent with your start order.  
The second test will be delivered automatically  
after 120 days in month 4.

ZinoShine+, 60 tablets 
(retail price £17) £12/month (1,25 Cr.)

KIT 9 Cr.

ZinoShine+, 60 tablets x2 £34
Vitamin D Test* x2 £118

TOTAL £152
Discount (35%) £-53
YOUR PRICE £99

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

ZINOSHINE+ KIT WITH TEST

35%
DISCOUNT
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TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR 
FUTURE HEALTH TODAY

Knowledge is power. Put your personal health status  
on the radar and find out if your current lifestyle is 
sustainable, or if you need to take action now for lasting 
health. We’ll determine your long-term blood sugar levels 
in the context of your diet and overall habits and guide 
you towards a future of well-being. The test includes a 
lifestyle assessment with personalized recommendations 
on diet, activities and exercise.  
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– 3 PRODUCTS THAT SUPPORT 
MULTIPLE HEALTH BENEFITS,  
BOTH IN THE SHORT AND LONG TERM

Choose between our original Health Protocol Kit or  
its customized version with your own favorites.

Step 1
BalanceOil+, a polyphenol Omega-3 Balance food 
supplement that restores a healthy balance of  
Omega-3 and Omega-6 fatty acids in the membranes  
of your cells, without oxidation.

Step 2
ZinoBiotic+, a proprietary blend of dietary fibers that 
restores a healthy microbiome. The time-release fibers  
metabolize throughout the large intestine, supporting 
the growth of healthy bacteria.

Step 3
Xtend, a multi-immune food supplement that starts 
with a full range of vitamins and minerals, also adding 
key nutrients like 1-3, 1-6 beta glucans, carotenoids, 
polyphenols, methyl group donors and cyanogens to  
provide a full spectrum micro- and phytonutrient  
support program.

HEALTH PROTOCOL
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HEALTH PROTOCOL KIT WITH TEST

KIT 22 Cr.

BalanceOil+, 300 ml x2 £94
BalanceOil+, 100 ml x2 £36
BalanceTest* x2 £280
Xtend, 60 tablets x2 £68
ZinoBiotic+, 180 g x2 £72

TOTAL £550
Discount (53%) £-290
YOUR PRICE £260

BalanceOil+, 300 ml  
(retail price £47) £33/month (4 Cr.)
Xtend, 60 tablets  
(retail price £34) £24/month (3 Cr.)
ZinoBiotic+, 180 g  
(retail price £36) £25/month (3 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

* The first test is sent with your start order.  
The second test will be delivered automatically  
after 120 days in month 4.

52%
DISCOUNT
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SKIN SERUM KIT

50%
DISCOUNT

Skin Serum, 50 ml 
(retail price £88) £44/month (6 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

KIT 10 Cr.

Skin Serum, 50 ml x2 £176

TOTAL £176
Discount (50%) £-88
YOUR PRICE £88

50%
DISCOUNT

Skin Serum, 30 ml 
(retail price £74) £37/month (5 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

KIT 9 Cr.

Skin Serum, 30 ml x2 £148

TOTAL £148
Discount (50%) £-74
YOUR PRICE £74

THE 24-HOUR FORMULA  
FOR FACE AND NECK
Zinzino Skin Serum hydrates and smooths the skin and improves its elasticity 
and strength. This reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

Hydration
Elasticity
Strength
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FOR WEIGHT 
CONTROL AND 
MUSCLE GAIN

LEANSHAKE KIT

LeanShake, portion pack x2
(retail price £114) £80/month (8 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

Choose from the following flavors:  Strawberry   Berry   Vanilla   Chocolate

LeanShake is a healthy and tasty meal 
replacement. It is high in protein and  
dietary fibers, and contains vitamins, 
minerals and a range of other nutrients.

KIT 14 Cr.

LeanShake, portion pack x4 £228
Shake bottle x2 £14
Measuring tape £7

TOTAL £249
Discount (40%) £-100
YOUR PRICE £149

Muscles
Weight loss
Healthy gut

DISCOUNT
40%
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LEANSHAKE CHALLENGE KIT

LeanShake, portion pack x2
(retail price £114) £80/month (8 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTIONKIT 40 Cr.

LeanShake, portion pack x9 £513
ZinoBiotic+ x3 £108
Shake bottle x3 £21
Measuring tape £7

TOTAL £649
Discount (41%) £-267
YOUR PRICE £382

DISCOUNT
41%
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Energy Bar, 4 bars x2  
(retail price £34) £24/month (3 Cr.)

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

KIT 5 Cr.

Energy Bar, 4 bars x6 £102

TOTAL £102
Discount (42%) £-43
YOUR PRICE £59

ENERGY BAR KIT

High in fiber 
No added sugar
Vegan

ENERGY BAR – 
DELICIOUS AND  
HEALTHY!
Our great-tasting Energy Bar is perfect as 
a healthy snack before or after training, or 
as a bite on the go. Packed with almonds, 
dates and a handful of super-seeds like chia,  
quinoa, pumpkin and sesame, topped off 
with fiber from inulin for maximum effect.

The ingredients are chosen by health-
conscious people from the eco-friendliest 
farms we could find. It is naturally vegan, 
GMO-free and only contains natural sugars.

DISCOUNT
42%
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A COMBINATION 
OF THE BEST-
TASTING AND 
MOST FUNCTIONAL 
INGREDIENTS
Zinzino Protein Bar has been specifically 
developed for health-conscious and 
active people who need to eat on the go, 
before or after training, or just prefer  
a healthier snack.

6 MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION

Protein Bar, 4 bars x2  
(retail price £34) £24/month (3 Cr.)

KIT 5 Cr.

Protein Bar, 4 bars x6 £102

TOTAL £102
Discount (42%) £-43
YOUR PRICE £59

Protein
Fiber
Low in sugar

PROTEIN BAR KIT

DISCOUNT
42%
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ESSENT+ PREMIUM
60 softgels, £40/month 
(retail price £57) 5 Cr.

BALANCEOIL+ VEGAN 
300 ml, £61/month 
(retail price £87) 5 Cr.

BALANCEOIL+ AQUAX 
300 ml, £40/month 
(retail price £57) 5 Cr.

COMPLEMENT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

VIVA+ 
60 tablets, £22/month 
(retail price £31) 3 Cr.

PROTECT+ 
60 capsules, £35/month 
(retail price £50) 4 Cr.

XTEND+
60 capsules, £34/month 
(retail price £48) 4 Cr. 

XTEND 
60 tablets, £24/month  
(retail price £34) 3 Cr. 

BALANCEOIL 
300 ml, £33/month 
(retail price £47) 4 Cr.

BALANCEOIL+ 
300 ml, £33/month 
(retail price £47) 4 Cr.
100 ml, £13/month 
(retail price £18) 1,5 Cr.

R.E.V.O.O 
250 ml, £65/month 
(retail price £95) 7 Cr.

BALANCEOIL+ PREMIUM 
300 ml, £49/month 
(retail price £70) 5 Cr.

ZINOGENE+ 
30 tablets, £43/month 
(retail price £61) 5 Cr.

ZINOSHINE+ 
60 tablets, £12/month 
(retail price £17) 1,25 Cr.
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SKIN SERUM 
50 ml, £44/month 
(retail price £88) 6 Cr.

LEANSHAKE 
portion pack, £40/month  
(retail price £57) 4 Cr.

ENERGY BAR  
4x40 g, £12/month  
(retail price £17) 1 Cr.

SKIN SERUM 
30 ml, £37/month 
(retail price £74) 5 Cr.

ZINOBIOTIC+ 
180 g, £25/month 
(retail price £36) 3 Cr.

PROTEIN BAR 
4x45 g, £12/month 
(retail price £17) 1 Cr.

Complement your subscription with additional products at good 
prices. These items will be placed in your subscription packages. 
Pay every month, get two deliveries every other month.
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WE OFFER OUR CUSTOMERS
Unique high-quality products   

Inspiration to change

A chance to get in balance

Website: zinzino.com
Phone: +44 1 908 015 740
Email: customer.uk@zinzino.com

RECIEVE FREE PRODUCTS IN OUR
ZINZINO4FREE PROGRAM
It’s easy! Have an ongoing subscription and recommend  
a similar or larger subscription to at least 4 other people.  
If they become subscribers, we will send you your next 
subscription order for free – you only pay for the shipping!  
Visit our website for more information.

*500296*
ZINZINO.COM

GBR 2023-01-31We are not responsible for printing errors, and reserve the right to 
make changes to the content and prices at any time without notice.


